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PART A. NEUTRON-RICH NUCLIDES 
The Garvey-Kelson Relations 
Nuclidic mass relations were introduced by Gar- 
vey and Kelson’p” a number of years ago as a new 
approach for predicting masses of unknown nuclei from 
known nuclear masses. The ground-state energy M(N,Z) 
of a system of A nucleons (N neutrons and Z protons) is 
determined uniquely by the nuclear many-body Hamil- 
tonian containing one-, two- and possibIy many-body 
operators. Since the exact form of the Hamiltonian is not 
known, it is essentially impossible to obtain general 
solutions of the many-body problem. Instead of intro- 
ducing models or other assumptions, in this new ap- 
proach, the question was considered whether the differ- 
ences M(N + AN, Z + AZ) - M(N,Z) between the 
masses of neighboring nuclei perhaps can be understood 
on the basis of more limited knowledge about the nu- 
clear many-body system. 
The objective then was to construct a difference 
equation of the form 
&Vf(N + ANi ,Z + AZi ) =: 0 (1) 
ix1 
with 1 Ci 1 = 1 and arbitrary N and Z. A proper choice 
of the coefficients Ci hopefully would lead to an approx- 
imate cancellation of the neutron and proton single- 
particle energies as well as of the interaction energies for 
all neutron-neutron, proton-proton, and neutron-proton 
pairs. A necessary condition for such cancellations is 
that the number of neutrons and protons and of the 
various pairs cancels in this relation. Nontrivial solutions 
exist for o( 2 6. For (Y = 6 the following two independ- 
ent solutions were obtained,3y4 
M(A,T, + 2) - M(A,T,) 
+ M(A + Lr, + 1/2) - WA + LT, + “/I (2) 
+ M(A - I,r, + ‘/) - M(A - LT, + “/I ~0 
and 
M(A + 4,T,) - MMT,) 
+ WA + l,r, + 1/*) - MA + 3,T, + )$I 
+ MM + l,T, - 1/) - M(A + 1, T, - ‘/,) = 0 (3) 
with A = N + Z and 2T, = N - Z. Schematic repre- 
sentations of the transverse and longitudinal relations 
(2) and (3) are shown in Fig. 1. When the two equations 
were tested3 for all combinations of known nuclear 
masses, it was found that the deviations from zero are 
indeed small and essentially random. The standard de- 
viations are on the order of 200 keV. Excluded from this 
test were all combinations which contain nuclei with 
N<ZorN=Z=odd. 
Using an independent-particle picture with four- 
fold degenerate Hartree-Fock or Nilsson-like sin- 
gle-particle levels, Eqs. (2) and (3) are represented 
schematically as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). Indeed, 
single-particle energies as well as the residual interac- 
tion energies cancel out in this model if they are as- 
sumed to vary slowly with nucleon number A. No such 
cancellation exists if one of the members in Eqs. (2) or 
(3) is an odd-odd self-conjugate nucleus (N = Z = odd) 







Fig. I. Schematic representation of the transverse and longitudinal 
mass relations (2) and (3). The boxes represent nuclei from the 
nuclidic chart with N horizontal and 2 vertical. The presence of a 
plus or a minus sign in a box indicates that the mass value of the 
respective nucleus is to be added or subtracted 
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interaction between a neutron and a proton sharing the 
same space orbital is much stronger than for different 
orbitals resulting in residuals of up to a few MeV for 
the light nuclei (see also Ref. 5). 
Simple shell-model mass equations are in accord3*4 
with Eqs. (2) and (3). If neutrons and protons are as- 
sumed to occupy the same j-shell, the shell-model ex- 
pression, which is based on the seniority coupling 
scheme with isospin as a good quantum number, satis- 
fies Eqs. (2) and (3) exactly. The supermultiplet scheme 
also yields an expression for the binding energy that is 
consistent with Eqs. (2) and (3). These expressions fur- 
ther show that deviations are to be expected for 
N = Z = odd. They result from the dependence on 
isospin T of the symmetry energy which is not of the 
form T2 = ( T, /a = ‘/,( N - Z)z but instead is approxi- 
mately of the form T( T + 1) which has a cusp at T = 0. 
Equations (2) and (3) are not expected3s4 to hold 
exactly. Due to changes in the nuclear radius or the 
nuclear shape, small residuals may result from several 
effects including the variation of single-particle and 
interaction energies with the number of neutrons and 
protons. Furthermore, the extreme single-particle pic- 
ture of Fig. 2 is very simple-minded. The states are 
generally not angular mo!mentum eigenstates and there- 
fore require configuration mixing, core excitation, etc. 
Even if the extreme picture is assumed to be valid, small 
residuals would be expected for odd-A and odd-odd 
reference nuclei6 These are zero only if the effective 
neutron-proton interaction is independent of neutron 
excess or nucleon number. respectively. 
----oB-- 
Studies of the “fluctuations” of the residuals which 
appear to be essentially statistical in nature are being 
carried out by Kelson. 7 The influence of small system- 
atic effects is being studied by Janecke et a1.Q 
Method of Mass Prediction 
Garvey, Kelson, and collaborators1,3 have re- 
ported two distinctly different methods for predicting 
masses of neutron-rich and proton-rich nuclei based on 
Eqs. (2) and (3). First, the equations can be used as 
recursion relations since they permit an estimate of the 
unknown mass of one nucleus from the known masses of 
five adjacent nuclei. This step can then be repeated to 
obtain estimates for unknown nuclei further away from 
the line of P-stability. In a second approach, Eqs. (2) and 
(3) are treated as homogeneous partial difference equa- 
tions for the unknown function M(N,Z) = M(A,T,). The 
most general solutions have to be obtained and then 
subjected to boundary conditions. The most general 
solutions are3y4 
and 
M(N,Z) = gl(N) + g2C-V + g,(N + Z> (4) 
WJW =.f,(N) +f,(Z) +.MN - Z), (5) 
respectively, where g, , g, , g,, fr , fa, and& are arbitrary 
functions of their arguments. These functions can be 
constructed essentially uniquely from a x?=minimization 
of the differences M(N,Z) - M,,,(N,Z) for all known 
nuclei with N > Z and N = Z = even. The solutions 
can be obtained for a wide but not unlimited range of N 
0 neutron (0) 
aam------ 0 proton 
- --o- --oe - -a-- 
(b) 
- - - - - __ 
r”-)-{z-F]+0 (d) 
-aaaRaaOo-aaco---roe -- -- 
Fig. 2. Representation of the transverse (a) and longitudinal (b) mass relations based on an extreme single-particle 
picture. The relations are not satisfied [see (c) and (d)] if one of the members is an odd-odd self-conjugate 
nucleus with N = Z = odd (marked by arrows) 
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and Z values. At least two masses must be known for 
each value of N and Z, and at least one for each value of 
N + Z or N - Z. Also, certain trivial functions of the 
arguments can be added and subtracted to the functions 
gi and fi‘ without, however, changing the solutions. 
Equations (4) and (5) represent two independent 
solutions. It has been shown earlier3 that the two solu- 
tions do not in general predict the same values for 
masses off the stability line. Experimental evidence 
shows Eq. (4) to agree better with the data. Also, a 
recent consistency test8 for the two solutions showed 
clearly that Eq. (4) is superior to Eq. (5). 
Several years ago Garvey et al3 published func- 
tions g,(N), ge(Z), and g,(N + Z) with an extensive 
listing of predicted mass values. Extensions and revi- 
sions have been made more recently9 for the region of 
very light nuclei. Since many new data have become 
available in the meantime,iO it was considered worth- 
while to perform a new overall determination of the 
above functions. Another reason, of course, is that a 
computer program for solving the inhomogeneous par- 
tial difference equation has become available.8 The 
present homogeneous equation represents only a special 
case of this. The functions gi(N), gs(Z), and g3( N + Z) 
were obtained from a slightly modified x2-minimization 
procedure by solving a system of about 500 linear equa- 
tions in about 500 unknowns. The new experimental 
mass values of Wapstra and BoslO were used as input 
data. By quadratically adding 100 keV to the experi- 
mental uncertainties, values with uncertainties of less 
than 100 keV were given essentially equal weight, and 
reduced weight was given to those with larger uncer- 
tainties. Since the computer program makes use of 
sparse matrix subroutines, the computing time is about 
ten seconds on the University of Michigan AMDAHL 
47OV/6 computer and about twice as long on the com- 
patible IBM 370/168. 
Instead of Eq. (4), the slightly modified expression 
AM(N,Z) = NAM, + ZAM, - aA + ,‘3Z2 
+ v(N - ZY + g,(N) + gz(Z) + gA4 (6) 
was used for the calculations. Here, the AM denote 
mass excesses. Equation (6) is in accord with Eq. (4) 
since (N - Z)2 = 2N2 - 2Z2 - (N + Z)2. The term 
aA - ,f3Zz - n(N - Z)z describes very approximately 
the volume, Coulomb and symmetry energies. The 
functions g,(k) take on smaller numerical values. The 
coefficients (Y and /? were arbitrarily chosen, and n was 
determined from the condition \‘g,(A) = 0. The func- 
tions g,(N), g,(Z), and g3(A) are listed in Table I to- 
gether with the coefficients LY, ,&, and n. They are also 
displayed in Fig. 3. Equation (6) with Table I allows 
mass predictions for all nuclei with 4 5 N 5 156, 
2 5 z < 100, 6 5 A < 256, and N>Z or 
N = Z = even. The standard deviation for differences 
between calculated and experimental mass excesses is 
orn = 118 keV. About 5000 predicted mass values are 
included in the tabulation. 
PART B. PROTON-RICH NUCLIDES 
The Kelson-Garvey Relation 
Nuclear forces are essentially charge symmetric 
and also charge independent. The difference in binding 
energy between conjugate mirror nuclei thus can be 
ascribed almost entirely to the electrostatic interaction. 
Therefore, the unknown mass of a proton-rich nucleus 
(A, -T,) can be estimated from the known mass of its 
neutron-rich mirror nucleus (A, + T,) provided the Cou- 
lomb energy difference between the two nuclei can be 
estimated, 
M(A,T, = -T) - M(A,T, = +T) 
= AE,(A,T,T’= --TIT, = +T) 
-2T,(M, - MH). (7) 
Here, A = N + Z is the nucleon number and 
T, = 1/,(N - Z) is the z-component of the isospin T. The 
quantity AE, represents the difference in Coulomb en- 
ergy in an obvious notation, and A4, - MH is the neu- 
tron-hydrogen mass difference. This method is widely 
used. The Coulomb energies are generally estimated 
from theoretical or phenomenological considerations or 
from a combination thereof. 
A very simple and successful method has been 
introduced by Kelson, Garvey, and collaborators.2-4 The 
mass relation 
M(A,-1) - M(A,+l) 
=:M(A - l,-$!J - M(A - I,+‘/) 
+ M(A + 1,-f/,) - M(A + l,+‘/,) (8) 
-600 11 I 
0 40 80 120 1600 40 80 120 160 200 240 260 
N or Z A 
Fig. 3. Plot of the functions g,(N), g2(Z), and g,(A) for the transverse 
mass equation [Eq. (6)] 
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(A = even) connects masses near the N = Z line in a single-particle levels. Indeed, Fig. 5 shows that all nu- 
symmetric way. The relation is shown schematically in clear interactions cancel out under the assumption of 
Fig. 4(a). The approximate validity of the relation can charge symmetry of nuclear forces and the assumption 
be seen by adopting an independent-particle picture that electrostatic interactions between protons are equal 
with fourfold degenerate Hartree-Fock or Nilsson-like on both sides of the equation. The equation 
A+G!T-1) 
M(A,T, II= -T) - M(A,T, = +T) z c [WA’>+4) - MA’,+1/,)1 (9) 
A’~-(ZT-1) 
(in steps of two) 
represents a generalized version3*4 of Eq. (8). Here, Equation (9) becomes a Coulomb energy relation (see 
A = even (odd) for T = integer (half-integer). Figure also Ref. 11) when neutron-hydrogen mass differences 
4(b) shows this relation for T = “/ as an example. are subtracted according to Eq. (7), 
A+(2T-1) 
A&&4,7: - TI +T) = 2 4dA’,‘I,,-1/,I +‘/,,. (10) 
A’=A-(2T-1) 
(in steps of two) 
Coulomb energy differences between the most proton- 
rich and neutron-rich members of an isospin multiplet 
with T 2 1 can thus be estimated from the known dif- 
ferences for the T = ‘/z mirror nuclei. Equation (10) 
follows also from the isobaric multiplet mass equation if 
certain simple assumptions are made about the linear 
coefficient. 
Method of Mass Prediction 
The masses of T = ‘/z mirror pairs are now 
knownlo up to A = 55, and reliable predictions (estima- 
ted error less than -+ 100 keV) can be madell a few steps 
beyond. Also, a great number of neutron-rich nuclei 
with T, 2 1 are now known in this region. Mass predic- 
tions for many proton-ri.ch light nuclei have therefore 
become possible. 
Table IT shows the experimental mass differences 
for T = ‘1 with the calculated and, when available, 
experimentallO mass differences for T = 1, 3/, 2, and y2. 
All experimental uncertainties were obtained by quad- 
ratically adding the uncertainties for the two respective 
masses. This represents an overestimate in some cases. 






Fig. 4. Schematic representat.ion of the charge-symmetric Kelson- 
Garvey mass relation [Eq. (3)] for T = 1 and T = 7.. The boxes 
represent nuclei from the nuclidic chart with N horizontal and Z 
vertical. The presence of a plus or a minus sign in a box indicates 
that the mass value of thle respective nucleus is to be added or 
subtracted 
There exists good agreement between the calcu- 
lated and the available experimental data. The standard 
deviation is about 100 keV. Systematic deviations of up 
to a few hundred keV are also present, as noted 
earlier,3,4s12 when either a proton or a proton pair is 
unbound (see, for example, A = 4, 6, 16 for T = 1). The 
effect results from a Coulomb perturbation in the wave- 
function which leads to an energy shift (Thomas- 
Ehrman shift). The true masses for nuclei near and 
beyond the proton instability line are therefore likely to 
be slightly lower than predicted. The relevant mass 
differences which include nuclei for which the predicted 
proton or two-proton binding energies are negative or 
less than 200 keV are marked by the dagger symbol t in 
Table II. Mass predictions for about 120 proton-rich 
light nuclei with T < y2 have become possible with the 
use of the charge-symmetric Kelson-Garvey mass rela- 
tion. The predicted mass values are combined with those 
from Part A from neutron-rich nuclei in the main table 
of this issue. 
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Fig. 5. Representation of the charge-symmetric Kelson-Garvey mass 
relation [Eq. (3)j for T = 1 based on an extreme single-particle 
picture. Filled orbitak below are not shown 
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TABLE I. Functions g,(N), g2(Z), and g,(A) in keV for the transverse mass-excess equation 
AM(ni;Z) = NAM, + ZAM, - cd + PZz + q(N - Z)’ + gl(N) + g2(Z) + g,(A) 
obtained from a x2-adjustment to all experimental masseslO with 4 N< 156, 2 5 <Z< 100, and N>Z or 
N = Z = even. The coefficients are (Y = 16000 keV, fl = 120 keV, and 7 = 195.8560 keV. The mass excesses are 
AM, = 8071.43 keV and AM, = 7289.03 keV 
~0’) 
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-11114E." -1'9555.7 -107670.2 -106C41.0 -104013.6 -1522!,7.8 -1COl73.1 -98028.1 -95721.2 -93344.9 
-St? 399 .3 - E7869.3 -?34s17.7 -82009.3 -7F759.7 -75597.0 -72209.2 -68615.3 -64705.4 -60724.2 
-5t462.O -'2182.? -47662.8 -U3221.6 -385113.3 -33574.6 -29136.7 -24404.5 -19307.3 -14512.2 
-93U4.P -43k3.3 993.5 6171.0 11626.5 16942.3 22594.8 20073.5 33894.5 39552.7 
15567.5 51UEU.7 57691.1 63e81.7 70409.5 76926.6 83667.5 90444.6 97487.1 104633.9 

























lY'~i12.4 203233.U 2'12516.4 221924.8 231567.3 2Ul401.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 260 
The first he gives g, ( I), EI (2)) , g, ( 10) ; the second line gives g,(l l), ~,(12), . . , g,(20), etc. 
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J. JANECKE Updated Garvey-Keison Masses 
TABLE II. Experimental and Calculated Mass Differences between 
Conjugate Proton-Rich and Neutron-Rich Mirror Nuclei 
M(A,TZ=-T)-M(A,TZ=+T) 
A T=l T=l T=$ 
9 T=p T=2 T=2 






















































-782.40 i 0.04 
-18.62 + 0.07 
290.0 +- 71.0 
861.8 t 1.1 
lc68.0 + 1.1 
1982.0 + 1.3 
2220.6 + 0.9 
2753.7 i 0.7 
2762.2 +- 0.8 
3238.0 t 0.5 
3547.3 i 1.3 
4050.7 t 1.7 
4277.6 t 1.6 
4810.4 t 1.4 
4944.4 -i 2.0 
5395.6 -i 1.7 
5581.0 t. 2.8 
5%4.8 i 1.6 
6148.5 f 1.5 
6524.0 t 5.1 
9494.9 t 1.8 
6859.3 t 7.4 
7126.0 f 27.2 
7392.1 t 40.0 
7719.3 : 24.1 
8012.2 f 17.1 
8304.8 i 18.1 








71 10470 (eat) 
[-801Jt 


































161 + 583 
374 tr 6 
-45 f 1.4 
-45 t 0.9 
234 +- 1.6 
-15 + 0.4 
56 + 14.0 
-102 t 5.0 
-80 +_ 7.0 
-25 +_ 2.0 
-34 +- 3.0 
20 i 3.0 
60 t 3.4 
-30 +- 3.0 
-4 + 7.0 
-5 t 3.0 
12 f 8 
9+- a 
6r 3 
46 t 6 



































390 f 104 
-45 t 5 
217 t 100 
413 + 11 
146 t 30 
50 i 12 
-115 +- 16 
-38 f 25 
-35 t 12 
97 f 50 
23 I 80 
-10 + 30 
37 k 35 
99 + 40 
-231 i 150 
-363 t160 

































615 + 81 
985 +- 263 
558 i 141 
-345 + 170 
-5 t 120 
211 i 120 
-5 t 130 
194 i 270 
-17 !: 230 

































Calculated differences based on the unbound T-3 mirror pair 5Li-%e are given in square brackets. 
t Predicted proton or two-proton binding energies are negative or less than 200 kev. 
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